First Selectwomen Lori Spielman
55 Main Street
Ellington, CT 06029
RE: Crystal Lake
Dear First Selectwomen Spielman,
This letter is in follow up to the Town of Ellington’s request for CIRMA Risk Management Services regarding
the use of floating rafts at Crystal Lake. On May 25th a meeting was held at Crystal Lake with DPW Director
T. Webb, Park and Rec Director R. Tedford along with his Assistant Director. I, along with CIRMA Risk
Management Services Manager G. Tammaro were also in attendance. As part of this meeting we assessed
the potential risks and potential liability associated with the use of a floating raft at the Crystal Lake
location. The exposures that were discussed included:
•

•

•

Water levels at the lake, particularly around the proposed raft area. Varying depths could be a
potential hazard for residents jumping or diving off the raft. Even if diving is not permitted, it does
not mean that residents won’t dive, and the depths are currently not adequate for this activity as
they vary from 3-5ft. Additionally, it was explained to us that the floor of the lake in the proposed
raft area is muddy and soft. This presents another potential issue with residents jumping off the
raft feet first. They could get stuck in the mud, submerged under the water, depending on the
individual’s height.
Vandalism is another concern. Removal of anchors could cause the raft to drift around out of its
proposed location and over areas that again have varying depths resulting in jumping and diving
exposures. It could also cause the raft to drift over and/or into patrons swimming in the area.
Another potential concern is the use of the raft after hours. Although the Crystal Lake location is
closed at dusk, a raft could be an attractive nuisance and attract after hours users, which as it was
explained to us has been an issue in the past. Even with routine police patrols, anyone using the
raft after hours can simply hide behind or under the raft out of sight from any patrol passing by.

It was determined at our meeting that based on the potential exposures that the Town would not be using
the raft.
Additionally, at our meeting there was also a signage question that was discussed. This involved a
unauthorized “Notice” sign that was posted by a resident that is located on a sign pole that is designated
for emergency vehicle parking. (Pictures are attached). This sign does not follow the other signage
language and information that the other Parks and Recreation signs have included on them. An example of
this is that the sign says “No Lifeguard on Duty” when clearly life guards are in use at certain times of the
day. It is therefore recommended that this sign be removed as to not create any confusion or misinform for
residents and patrons of the lake.

All Connecticut Interlocal Risk Management Agency (CIRMA) inspections and recommendations are purely advisory and intended to assist our members
in risk control and safety procedures. The implementation of recommendations made by CIRMA is the sole responsibility of the member. Observations
and recommendations of CIRMA are based on practices and conditions observed and information made available to us at the time of our visit, and do
not imply or guarantee full compliance with Local, State or Federal regulations that may be applicable to such practices and conditions. These inspections,
reports and recommendations do not signify or imply that other hazards do not exist.
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Again, I’d like to thank the Town for this request for service and if you should have any questions about our
discussions or on the recommendations provided please don’t hesitate to give me a call.
Regards,

Stephen Pendl
Risk Management Consultant
CIRMA Risk Management Services
CC:

Robert Tedford
Tim Webb
Mary Bartley

Attahcements

